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In the bento communities, there’s the idea of the Magic 4 Square Bento 

(M4SB) – the idea that any lunch, even boring leftovers, looks better in a 

square bento box that has 4 smaller square compartments in it. Reading a 

bento post about M4SB boxes recently, with a lovely photo of one of these 

boxes with red, yellow, green, and purple inner containers, made me think 

about meals and the elements. 

 

You can get a box like this at Amazon.com 

Our initial discussion here at home centered around foods that capture the 

feeling of an element – smores for fire, for example, or gelatin for water. But 

then we started going deeper. First someone suggested that meat is fire, 

grains are air, vegetables are earth, and fruits are water. Then it got more 

complex – fish are water, poultry is air, spicy veggies like peppers are fire, but 

root vegetables are earth, and so on. 

It’s probably worth having this same discussion with your family before 

embarking on this project, but here are some suggestions from us. 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00255Q3YK/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00255Q3YK&linkCode=as2&tag=paganshopcom-20&l=as2&o=1&a=B00255Q3YK%22%3e
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Earth: 

Root vegetables. 

Domesticated animals. 

Cheese 

Air: 

Grains (because the stalks stand up in the air). 

Meringue cookies 

Angelfood cake 

Fire:  

Wild animals.  

Anything spicy.  

Smores, and other foods traditionally cooked over a campfire. 

Water: 

Gelatin.  

Any sort of clear jelly. 

Most fruits. 

 

Make a meal with 4 dishes – one for each element. Arrange them on your 

plate in a circle, or find red, yellow, green, and blue dishes and serve the 

appropriate food in each dish. 
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Another thing you can look at is creating a picture from food – again, common 

in the bento making world, but not unheard of for the rest of us (ants on a log, 

for example, which is a celery stick with peanut butter for the log, and raisins 

for the ants). 

One resource we have here suggests a water scene:  half a bagel, spread with 

cream cheese tinted blue, with a little shredded wheat for the beach and 

goldfish crackers for the fish in the sea. 

Maybe you’ll use pretzel sticks to create a “campfire” with tomato slices or 

orange or red pepper slices for the flames.  

Or maybe you’ll make fluffy angel food cake clouds with a sky-blue icing  

flavored by herbs  that are related to air. 

For earth, maybe a mountain of mashed root vegetables with meatballs. 

Use your imagination, and involve your kids in the cooking and designing! 


